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WHOWE ARE
ROAR Academy is a unique online global school that seeks to raise up modern-day reformers and
revivalists. The academy firmly believes that revival and reformation starts with the individual through
intimacy with God, and we aim to bolster this belief by offering courses on identity, leadership, and
following the Holy Spirit. Additionally, we prioritize the value of relationship with God and with one
another. We believe that reformers are not meant to walk alone, but are born for community and
partnership. Our goal is to raise students to impact nations through discipleship by fulfilling the Great
Commission. We also offer mentorship programs to further foster the growth of our students in their
respective fields of interest. This is done by pairing them with experienced professionals who can offer
guidance and support. Furthermore, the academy provides students with ample opportunities to put their
knowledge into practice through mission trips and community service projects. These experiences are
designed to challenge each student and help them grow in their faith and leadership skills. Overall, ROAR
Academy is a wonderful place for students who are passionate about their faith and desire to make a
positive impact in the world.

ABOUT OUR SCHOOL
ROAR Academy is proud to offer an exceptional learning experience through its partnership with Wagner
University. Our accredited Bachelor's degree program in Apostolic Leadership and Applied Theology
provides students with a comprehensive education that prepares them for a variety of career paths.

At ROAR Academy, our faculty are experts in their respective fields and are dedicated to providing
students with a challenging and supportive academic environment. Our program is designed to equip
students with the knowledge and skills they need to succeed in their careers and make a positive impact in
their communities.

In addition to our Bachelor's degree program, graduates of the program can pursue their Master's degree
with Wagner University programs. This allows students to continue their education and build upon the
foundation they developed at ROAR Academy. The Masters degree programs offered by Wagner
University are highly regarded, and our graduates are well-prepared to succeed in these programs.

Join us at ROAR Academy and discover the possibilities that await you with a Bachelor's degree in
Apostolic Leadership and Applied Theology. We are committed to providing our students with an
exceptional education and preparing them for a bright future.
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OUR BACHELOR’S PROGRAM
ROAR Academy Bachelor's Program offers a Bachelor's degree in Apostolic Leadership and Applied
Theology in partnership with Wagner University. The program is divided into two years. The first year
focuses on applied theology and includes six modules: Identity, Leadership, Holy Spirit, Supernatural,
Heaven's Language, and Revival & Reformation, with emphasis on the 7 spheres of society. The second
year focuses on apostolic leadership and includes six modules: Kingdom Now, Revival History & Now,
Ascension Gifts, Apostolic Culture, Reformation History & Now, and The Reformers Way, with emphasis
on the five-fold gifts. Students receive virtual live classes with instructors and professionals experienced
in their sphere of influence in addition to mentorship from Dr. Tony Kim, the founder of the school.
Virtual student study groups with trained cohort leaders in their prospective areas are also offered to
connect with other students and engage with the material in a practical and relational way. The program
concludes with graduation the first weekend of June in Bakersfield, California at Renaissance
International.

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM: YEAR-TO-YEAR

GLOBAL PROGRAMS

ROAR ASIA
ROAR Academy has launched its first global program, ROAR Asia, which is offered to students in four
Asian Nations. The program includes a Bachelor's Program, as well as the Year One Certification
Program, which emphasizes the seven spheres of society. The courses are available in both traditional and
simplified Chinese and are taught by instructors and professionals experienced in their respective fields.
Additionally, students have the opportunity to attend virtual live and recorded classes with the founder of
the school, Dr. Tony Kim. The program is led by Camp Chan, an apostolic partner in Asia. Visit
www.roaracademyasia.com for more information and to inquire where ROAR Academy is available.

ROAR BULGARIA
ROAR Academy is set to launch a new global program in Bulgaria, starting in the fall of 2023. The
program will offer a Bachelor's degree as well as the Year One Certification program, which emphasizes
the seven spheres of society. The courses will be conducted in English, with plans to offer translation into
Bulgarian by 2024. Students will have the opportunity to attend virtual live and recorded classes with
instructors and professionals experienced in their respective fields, as well as with the founder of the
school, Dr. Tony Kim. The program will be led by Kaloyan Kurdomanov, an apostolic partner in
Bulgaria. Additionally, student study groups within the program will allow for practical and relational
engagement with the material.

ROAR SOUTH AFRICA
ROAR Academy is set to launch a new global program in South Africa, starting in the spring of 2023.
The program will offer a Bachelor's degree as well as the Year One Certification program, which
emphasizes the seven spheres of society. Students will have the opportunity to attend virtual live and
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recorded classes with instructors and professionals experienced in their respective fields, as well as with
the founder of the school, Dr. Tony Kim. The program will be led by Janet Hollis, a prophetic partner in
South Africa. Additionally, student study groups within the program will allow for practical and
relational engagement with the material.

YEAR ONE
Syllabus:
Identity | Becoming Your Future Now
Leadership | The Power of Servanthood
Holy Spirit | The Spirit of Jesus
Supernatural | Demonstrating God’s Kingdom
Heaven’s Language | Hearing the Voice of God
Revival & Reformation | Blueprint for Transformation

Reading:
Leadership Awakening | Doug Stringer
Revival | Martin Lloyd-Jones

Emphasis (Monthly Cohort Classes): The Seven Spheres
Family
Business
Government
Media
Arts & Entertainment
Government
Religion

YEAR TWO
Syllabus:
Kingdom Now | Gospel of the Kingdom
Revival | History, Present, Future
Ascension Gifts | Developing Your Five-Fold Anointing
Apostolic Culture | Create Thriving Communities
Reformation | History, Present, Future
Seven Spheres | Expanding Your Influence
Collective Impact | Transforming your Community

Reading:
Kingdom Horizon | Robert Fraser
Anointed For Business | Ed Silvoso
Modern Day Apostles | Che Ahn
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Spiritual Leadership | J. Oswald Sanders

Emphasis (Monthly Cohort Classes): Apostolic Culture
Apostolic
Prophetic
Evangelism
Pastors
Teachers
Revival
Reformation

OPPORTUNITIES
The opportunities following the completion of ROAR ACADEMY Bachelor’s Program will be offered to
every student in the class of 2023/2025.

● Lifetime access
● Become part of our cohort leadership
● Apply to ROAR Collective | Dr. Tony Kim’s Apostolic Network of leaders.
● Special discounts for events associated with ROAR Co. & Renaissance International.
● Graduation (TBD)

INVESTMENT
Investments are determined by the terms agreed upon between Tony Kim & global partners. This
information will be distributed as global partners see best.

ENROLL TODAY! www.roaracademy.org
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